Olivia

featuring MEDITERRANEAN COLLECTION by KATARINA ROCCELLA
FINISHED SIZE | 2½” x 2½”

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

| Fabric A  | MED-22602  | F8 |

Additional Materials

- Jewelry plier/cutter
- Jewelry Wire or Hoop Earrings
- Small beads
- Needle and Thread
- Earring Hooks (if making the earrings with Jewelry wire)

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

¼” seam allowances are included.

WOF means width of fabric.

Two (2) 2 ½” x WOF strip from Fabrics A

CONSTRUCTION

Sew all right sides together with ¼” seam allowance.

- Take your 22 Gauge wire (optional color) and wrap it around to anything you have that can help you create a perfect circle.

- You can also purchase your earring hoops if you don’t feel comfortable of creating your hoops from scratch.

- Take one long fabric scrap from Fabric A, approximately 15” long and 1-1 ½” wide and fold it in half, wrong sides facing.

- Sew the edges with your serger, white thread preferably, leaving about 1/8” of space in order to insert your earring hoop.

- This piece should measure about 1/2” wide.

- Before you sew your beads, insert your fabric on the earring hoop so you check that your fabric will fit and that it’s neither too short or its missing more fabric length.

- Take your beads (color optional) and sew them with needle and matching thread on the edge of your serged area at a uneven distance.

- Now, take your earring hoop and insert your fabric piece pushing it through until you have your fabric piece inside the earring hoop.

- Place your earring hook in between your fabric edges (this part is in case you are creating your own earring hoop)

- In order for your earring hook not to move, hand stitch with matching thread until you see it holds perfectly. (this part is in case you are creating your own earring hoop)

- Repeat the same instructions for your other earring and voila! Enjoy your beautiful Olivia earrings!
Congratulations & enjoy

NOTE: While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, We are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.
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